Since McClintock (1971) first reported that women who were close friends or roommates synchronized their menstrual cycles, there have been a number of studies reporting similar phenomena (Graham & McGrew, 1980 ,1992 Little, Guzick, Malina, & Rocha Ferreira, 1989; Matteo, 1987; Quadagno, Shubeita, Deck, & Francoeur, 1981; Skandhan, Pandya, Skandhan, & Mehta, 1979; A. Weller & Weller, 1992 , 1995b , 1998b L. Weller & Weller, 1993b; L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, & Ben-Shoshan, 1999; L. Weller, Weller, & Roizman, 1999) . There have also been those that have failed to find synchrony (Cepicky, Mandys, Hlavicka, & Sosnova, 1996; Jarett, 1984; Strassmann, 1997; Trevathan, Burleson, & Gregory, 1993; A. Weller & Weller, 1995a , 1995b , 1998b Wilson, Kiefhaber, & Gravel, 1991) . It is unusual for a phenomenon to be so extensively studied, and yet its very existence is still a matter of dispute (e.g., see Arden & Dye, 1998; Strassmann, 1997 Strassmann, ,1999 Wilson, 1992 )-but it does happen and for interesting methodological reasons such as "industrial melanism" (Wells, 1999) . There are two possible explanations for this dispute. One possibility is that menstrual-cycle synchrony is a highly context-dependent phenomenon, and the conditions for its occurrence are not yet understood (McCh'ntock, 1998; L. Weller & Weller, 1993a , 1995 . Another possibility is that synchrony is due to errors in methodological techniques used by researchers (Arden & Dye, 1998; Strassmann, 1997 Strassmann, , 1999 Wilson, 1992) .
In this article, I examine Weller and Weller's most recent methodological approach to menstrual cycle research (i.e., A. , 1998a , 1998b L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, & Ben-Shoshan, 1999; L. Weller, Weller, & Roizman, 1999) . Their latest methodology is intended as a more refined approach, modified in response to
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Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Jeffrey C. Schank, Department of Psychology, University of California, One Shields Avenue, Davis, California 95616. Electronic mail may be sent to jcschank@ucdavis.edu. methodological criticisms (L. Weller & Weller, 1993a , 1995 Wilson, 1992) and aiming to eliminate previous errors and biases in detecting synchrony. Specifically, in this article, I examine two core aspects of their new methodology with the help of computer simulation. First, their methods for measuring and statistically analyzing menstrual cycle data are analyzed for errors. Second, their method of determining menstrual-cycle onsets is critically reassessed. Computer simulation is used to demonstrate (a) the potential for these errors to produce biases toward detecting synchrony and (b) to quantify the degree and patterns of biases produced by these methodological errors. This article, therefore, consists of two parts (Part A concerns measurement errors, and Part B, recall biases), each with its own introduction, computer simulation methods, results, and discussion. In a general discussion section at the end, I address the implications of these biases and suggest future directions for research.
Part A: Measurement Errors
Of particular concern are systematic patterns in their data (A. , 1998a , 1998b L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, & Ben-Shoshan, 1999; L. Weller, Weller, & Roizman, 1999) . Table 1 lists 3 months of mean cycle-onset differences for several studies, including the Bedouin and urban families studies (A. Weller AWeller, 1997; L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, & Ben-Shoshan, 1999) . In the Bedouin families study, three groups are listed: roommates-sisters, close friends-roommates, and families. For each of these groups, a mean synchrony score is given for each month (the smaller the score, the greater the degree of synchrony). Interestingly, in all eight groups depicted in Table 1 , there is a similar pattern of increasing asynchrony from Month 1 to Month 3. Arden and Dye (1998) noticed this pattern in the Bedouin family study and argued that it may be due to cycle variability. It is not known whether the increases in asynchrony for each of these groups are significant, but that they occurred across all 8 groups seems unlikely by chance. Without some theoretical reason for increasing asynchrony after initial observation, one should instead expect increased synchrony (McCh'ntock, 1971; McClintock, 1992) or small random fluctuations around the initial mean onset difference in succeeding months if a persistent state of synchrony exists (i.e., the women in this study had been living together and were assumed to be in a state of synchrony; A. . If it is assumed that small fluctuations about the initial mean onset difference are random, then there should be a 50-50 chance that each group becomes numerically more or less synchronous. The probability that all eight groups should increase in asynchrony by chance is only .5 8 = .004. Trevathan et al. (1993) conducted a study of 29 lesbian couples using Wilson's (1992) method and reported no effect of synchrony. They had 4 months of data, and the mean absolute differences are also listed in Table 1 . A. Weller and Weller (1998b) also conducted a lesbian couple study, and although they too found no significant results, a similar pattern of increasing asynchrony over 3 months was observed (see Table 1 ). It seems odd that peak synchrony (or a level of synchrony close to what is expected by chance) among women should occur on their first-compared menstrual-cycle onset, and then dyads or groups subsequently become increasingly asynchronous when a persistent state of synchrony is assumed to exist. Why is there a small but systematic increase in asynchrony during these studies?
The results of one study, however, exhibited the opposite pattern: insignificant synchrony for the first onset difference in working women, followed by significant synchrony for the second, and a slight numerical increase for the third (L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, & Ben-Shoshan, 1999) . These results are also unexpected because one criterion for inclusion in all of these studies was that women have long associations together (i.e., of a year or more). According to McClintock (1971) , synchronization of cycles should occur within the first few cycles. Why did they become synchronized only after the first-cycle-onset difference when they were assumed to already be in a state of synchrony? Why is this first-onset difference-arbitrary with respect to time-so important? Again, researchers need to understand how these systematic results could have occurred.
The method of A. , 1998a , 1998b ; L. ; L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, & Ben-Shoshan (1999) ; and L. Weller, Weller, & Roizman (1999) for measuring dyad and group synchrony is based on a technique for calculating cycle onsets suggested by Wilson (1992) as a modification of the approach first used by McClintock (1971) . To use this method, researchers have to compare two cycle onsets in three ways. For example, if Participant A has cycle onsets on June 1 and June 29 and B has onsets on June 5 and July 26, then the following three comparisons are made: (a) the first date of A with the first date of B, IA, -BJ; (b) the first date of A with the second date of B, lAj -B 2 \; and (c) the second date of A with the first date of B, IA 2 -Bjl. The minimum absolute difference of these three comparisons is assumed to be the "correct" onset difference for the dyad. In this case it would be 4. Group synchrony scores are calculated by taking the mean of all the pairwise calculated synchrony scores for the group (A. , 1998a , 1998b L. Weller, Weller, KoreshKamin, & Ben-Shoshan, 1999; L. Weller, Weller, & Roizman, 1999) . The next step is to determine whether the observed dyad or group synchrony score is synchronous or asynchronous, and this is interpreted to mean whether the observed cycle-onset differences differ from the mean onset difference expected by chance. Using computer simulation, L. reported that they discovered that the expected difference between two cycles is one-fourth the cycle length. The problem of calculating the mean expected difference is a combinatorial problem, and it cannot be calculated by simply generating a uniform random distribution for a given cycle interval. To calculate this mean cycle-onset difference, one must count the different ways that two cycles can differ by d t days and take the mean of this total. The mean onset differences they discovered can be expressed as the mean of the absolute differences, d t (d, = 0, 1,... A//2), plus the minimax (i.e., minimum of the maximum) distance possible between two cycle onsets, which can happen in only one way (1/N) and therefore contributes A//2 divided by N to the mean onset difference score:
(1) where 1/2 must be subtracted because there is only one way that onsets can have either d, = 0 or N/2. Equation 1, however, is correct only for the special case of pairs of cycles that are the same length and even. For odd cycles of the same length the correct formula is as follows:
where d t (d, = 0, 1, ... (N -1) Calculating the mean expected onset difference between cycles, as mentioned above, is a combinatorial problem, and for cycles of different length, the number of comparisons is constrained by the shorter cycle length. The three-way comparison method, however, does not always find the correct minimax distance between cycles, which can influence the expected mean onset difference between cycles as well as the onset difference observed over sequences of cycles. This problem is illustrated in Figure 1 Days Figure I . A comparison of two cycles of different lengths using the three-way comparison method. The B cycle is 32 days and the A cycle is 27. For the top illustration, the first onset of A is before the first onset of B and the minimax (i.e., the minimum of the maximum) distance between these cycles is 13 days. On the bottom, however, the first onset of B is before the first of A, and the minimax distance is 16 days. A sequence of such cycles converge and diverge (see Figure 2 ) with the minimax distance between any two pairs of onsets never exceeding 13 days. Thus, the three-way comparison method does not always find the minimum distance between cycle onsets. a minima* difference of 13 days can be observed (Figure 1 ), but if the onset of the shorter cycle is prior to the longer, then a minimax of 16 days can be observed (Figure 1 ). Calculating the expected mean difference between cycles with discrete states of different length can be approximated by computer simulation. Using the Monte Carlo method (described later), the mean expected difference between 35-and 27-day cycles-assuming the three-way comparison method-is 7.307 (100,000,000 runs) and not 7.75. Thus, in the studies of A. ,1998a , 1998b ; L. ; L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, and Ben-Shoshan (1999); and L. Weller, Weller, and Roizman (1999) , the mean expected onset differences used to calculate statistical significance may overestimate asynchrony by nearly half a day. These errors may appear relatively small, but they cast doubt on the significance of some then: results, especially those reported in the Bedouin families and working women studies of L. ,1998a , 1998b L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, & Ben-Shoshan, 1999; L. Weller, Weller, & Roizman, 1999) . First, one-sample t tests were used to calculate whether the observed onset differences were significantly different from the mean expected onset difference. The underlying assumption for calculating these mean differences is that cycles are randomly paired. For even cycles of exactly the same length, the distribution of onset differences is nearly a uniform random distribution (i.e., completely flat with all possible difference equally probable except 0 and N/2, which both occur with probability 1/W), and for nonmatching cycle lengths, the distributions are also nearly uniform random. This implies that for all but very large sample sizes (i.e., where the central limit theorem increasingly takes effect), probabilities from the t distribution, which assume an underlying normal distribution of the data, will overestimate significance. This is because sampling at the extremes of a uniform random distribution is more probable than from a normal distribution, allowing the means of small samples sizes to vary more in a uniform random distribution than in a normal distribution. The relatively small sample sizes for each group reported in A. ; L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, and BenShoshan (1999) ; and L. Weller, Weller, and Roizman (1999) imply that the probabilities calculated from the t distribution are systematically too small and overestimate significance. None of the issues raised so far, however, explains the systematic effect of increased asynchrony with time (Table 1) .
A second statistical problem is the nonindependence of cycles and cycle onsets from one month to the next. Nonindependence implies that expected mean onset differences may vary from month to month in a systematic manner even though they are randomly related. This is the core message of the critique presented by Arden and Dye (1998) of A. Bedouin families study. It is not sufficient to investigate the properties of a particular method by testing it with a single real or hypothetical data set; it must be systematically investigated to uncover its systematic errors and biases. Indeed, this is a case where computer simulation experiments are required to calculate the expected mean difference for sequential onset differences between cycles. I now turn to the problem of calculating expected mean differences for successive cycles using the three-way comparison method as described by L. Roizman, 1999) , Wilson (1992) , and Arden and Dye (1998) .
To calculate the expected mean onset difference between cycles, one must precisely specify the chance relationships between sequences of cycles because cycle irregularity is an obstacle to synchrony (Arden & Dye, 1998; Strassmann, 1997 Strassmann, , 1999 Wilson, 1992) . Only rhythms that have periods of integer multiples of each other can, in a strict mathematical sense, be in a synchronous state over time (Winfree, 1980 (Winfree, , 1987 . When one looks at rhythms of noninteger multiple periods of each other, one sees that cycle onsets repeatedly converge and diverge from each other as illustrated in Figure 2 .
Cycle onsets could still statistically coincide even though there is some cycle irregularity and changes in mean cycle lengths. However, for quasi synchrony of this sort to occur, there must be some mechanism that adjusts cycle onsets in dyads so that they tend to coincide over time. Coupled-oscillator mechanisms can accomplish this by allowing two or more oscillators to mutually influence the cycle lengths of each other (Schank & McClintock, 1992; Winfree, 1980 Winfree, , 1987 . Coupling can occur even when there is random noise in the system, but (as I will return to in the General Discussion) coupling of oscillators can desynchronize cycles as well (Schank & McClintock, 1992) . Whether or not there is a mechanism of entrainment for menstrual cycles (Stern & McClintock, 1998) , it cannot be assumed that the expected mean onset of cycles remains the same over repeated cycles. Indeed, because rhythms that are nonmultiple integer lengths of each other repeatedly diverge and converge over time (Figure 2 ), the expected mean onset differences may diverge, converge, or stay the same after the first onset difference. The three-way comparison method used to find the initial minimal onset difference between onsets introduces a systematic bias, as has been shown, which does not always find the minimal onset difference (see Figure 1) . For rhythms of different cycle lengths, one might expect an initial convergence of cycle onsets on average for the second mean onset difference. To calculate the sequential onset differences by computer simulation requires information about mean cycle length and variability. A. ; L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, and Ben-Shoshan (1999) ; and L. Weller, Weller, and Roizman (1999) did provide information for calculating the mean cycle lengths in some of their studies. For example, in the Bedouin families study (A. , the mean cycle length for all the participants was about 31 days because they calculated a mean expected difference of 7.75 days (7.75 X 4 = 31). In their recent study of urban families, the women had a much shorter average cycle length than those in Bedouin families, with a mean cycle length (calculated in the same way) that was close to 27 days. Variability was not reported in all of their studies. In the working women study (L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, & Ben-Shoshan, 1999) , they reported a mean cycle length of 28.2 days (SD = 5.5). In the reply to Dye (1998), A. Weller and Weller (1998a) reported that in their Bedouin families study , women exhibited less variability than reported in longitudinal studies of thousands of women (Chiazze, Brayer, Macisco, Parker, & Duffy, 1968; Treloar, Boynton, Borghild, & Brown, 1967; Vollman, 1977) . They reported an intrafamily median cycle length difference of 1.4 days and 1.3 days for the 1st month. However, it is not clear how to relate median cycle-length differences to previously reported standard deviations of cycle lengths. It also is not clear whether they are referring to total cycle variability or interwoman cycle variability (minus intrawoman variability). Therefore, in the simulations described below, a range of variation-from low (SD = 0) to high (SD = 5.3)-will be simulated.
Method
Consider two individuals, A and B. Cycle-onset difference variation between individuals can be due to cycle irregularity within individuals, between individuals, or both (Chiazze et al., 1968; Strassmann, 1997; Treloar et al., 1967; Vollman, 1977) . Without a theory for these sources of variation, the best approach would be to bootstrap from the original data, but short of that, one can still investigate the effects of systematic sources of variation on the level of synchrony. Consider a sequence of cycles of lengths N A and N B for individuals A and B. To choose the cycle length for each individual, I will assume that cycle lengths are normally distributed about a mean cycle length N. Variation in cycle lengths within individuals can also be introduced (i.e., the cycle irregularity within an individual), and this will be modeled as normal variation around the expected cycle length for each individual.
Menstrual cycle onsets are defined as a specific day in the menstrual cycle. In menstrual cycle studies, participants are asked to either recall or record on a calendar supplied to them the day that menstruation began. In some studies, they are also asked to record each day of Weeding. Thus, in this simulation, cycle onsets are discrete days in a menstrual cycle, operationally defined as the 1st day of menstruation.
Distributions of menstrual cycles are often more Poisson-like in shape because there can be more long cycles than short cycles (Strassmann, 1997) . Normal distributions, however, are reasonable to use in these simulations because (a) pilot simulations with uniform random and Poisson distributions did not affect the results (i.e., the results appear to be robust with respect to the underlying distribution) and (b) the program described below allowed no cycles shorter than 16 days. When a cycle shorter than that occurred by chance, the program looped back through until a longer cycle occurred. This had the effect of making the actual distribution generated more like those observed among women (i.e., very long cycles could occur occasionally by chance).
An easy way conceptually of generating random relationships between cycle sequences is illustrated in Figure 3 . Consider two sequences of cycles in time (e.g., like knots on a rope representing cycle onsets; Figure 3) . Next, attach one end to the other forming loops. Then randomly spin each loop, cut them, and lay them against each other in the same relative position in time but with the cycle onsets now randomly scrambled. Differences between onsets can now be calculated for each trial using the three-way comparison method of L. applied to each succeeding cycle, yielding mean expected absolute onset differences for each hypothetical month. The last onset difference-when it can be calculated-can only be calculated with one comparison, because there will be at most only two cycle onsets to compare (see Results and Discussion below).
The algorithms for generating random numbers (ran2) and for random normal deviates (gasdev, where ran2 was substituted for rani) are from Press, Fettling, Teukoloshy, and Flannery (1992) . The simulation was written in ANSI C and compiled in CodeWarrior. To test the accuracy of this algorithm, I simulated expected mean onset differences for odd 31-day cycles and for even 28-day cycles. The theoretical prediction for 31-day cycles according to Equation 2 is approximately 7.742 days, and 100,000,000 runs yielded a simulation estimate of 7.7421; similarly, 28-day cycles converged (6.9999) to a mean onset difference of 7 as predicted by Equation 1. Table 2 presents the results of 1,000,000 runs each for mean cycle lengths of 27, 28, 30, and 31 days, for different cycle-length standard deviations ranging from 0 to 5.3 (e.g., with a mean of 31 and a standard deviation of 5.3, many different pairings of cycles are probable, such as cycles with mean lengths of 33 and 24 days). Several results emerged from these simulations. Cycle variation has a large effect on the expected onset differences for each month. L. approximation for calculating the expected mean systematically both overestimates and underestimates the difference depending on the cycle. The terminal month chosen also affects the expected mean onset differences (Table 2) . For example, for 30-day cycles (SD = 5.3) when there are three cycle onsets, the expected mean difference on the 3rd month is 11.06, but when there are four cycle onsets, the expected mean difference is only 7.52 (Table 2) . Moreover, the direction of the change in mean onset difference of the last cycle onset depends on cycle variation. If cycle variation is small, the last onset difference can actually decrease (see Table 1 , SD = 1)!
Results and Discussion
The problem of the last cycle onset itself raises another problem. With the three-way comparison method, the first cycle onset for each pair will be either (Aj, B,), (A,, B 2 ), or (A 2 , B t ). If, for example, A 2 is the first "correct" onset date for A, then A 3 is the second, but what is the third? From these simulations, one can discover how often the A t , BI comparison will be the closest, and this occurs about 75% of the time (±3% with cycle variation). For Days Figure 3 . An illustration of the algorithm underlying the simulations in this article. Two initial cycle sequences are generated (top). They are then connected in a loop, each is randomly spun, "cut," and then laid out in the same relative calendar positions (bottom). When this process is repeated over and over again, the expected mean onset difference can be calculated as well as probability distributions for different experimental outcomes.
A. Welter and Weller (1997) ; L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, and Ben-Shoshan (1999); and L. Weller, Weller, and Roizman (1999) , however, the frequency of cycle onsets in the 3rd month must be 88% to 100% of the initial onsets (estimated from the decreases in the number of participants for the 3rd month of their studies, which may be due to this problem). This indicates a methodological bias, because synchrony does not imply that the first observed onset of each cycle should have the minimum absolute distance between them. I will return to the methodological biases that may have produced this effect in Part B. Applying these simulation results to A. ; L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, and Ben-Shoshan (1999); and L. Weller, Weller, and Roizman (1999) calls for further evaluation of the significance of their empirical results. One can now see that mean cycle onset differences change systematically from month to month and with cycle variation (Table   1 ). They do not remain constant as assumed except in the very special case of regularly cycling pairs of individuals, each with exactly the same cycle length. In all other cases, the observed mean cycle-onset difference for the first onset is always less than estimated. One can also begin to see that the nonindependence of cycle onsets may explain the systematic increases in asynchrony (Table 1) . If there is between-subject variation in cycle length, asynchrony will increase with time.
The lesbian couple study of Trevathan et al. (1993) is clearly consistent with the simulation results presented in Table 2 , where one can see a large jump in asynchrony in the 4th month for the Trevathan et al. study, 15.71 , and a simulated expected jump of 13.79. If L. Weller, Weller, & Roizman, 1999) had collected fourth and fifth onset dates from their participants, this measurement problem might have been revealed by the sudden jump to asynchrony due . The roommates-sisters synchrony score in A. for the 7-50 i s t month is illustrated with the arrow, indicating that if this were the true 7-24 probability distribution, their results would not be significant.
9.14 10 89 (3 ' 79 These simulations also demonstrate that the tacit assumption of independence between sequential cycle onsets is violated for these data. Figure 5 is a plot of the synchrony score for the first cycle-onset difference versus the second (10,000 simulations, each point representing 30 trials). The mean onset differences are positively correlated (r = .23), which illustrates that it is not appropnaie t< • > use t tests to sequentially test onset differences.
Not only are mean onset differences correlated, but positive and negative changes for groups of dyads tend to be large from one to difference in the mean cycle lengths between paired individuals and the three-way method of comparing onsets. This can be partially seen in the Bedouin families study (L. , where one can see a jump to asynchrony at the third onset difference (see Table 1 and compare it with Table 2 ).
Simulation can also be used to generate probability distributions for the observed mean onset differences. Figure 4 illustrates a simulated probability distribution for the Bedouin families category of roommates-sisters for sample sizes of 30, assuming a mean cycle length of 31 (SD = 5.3; 10,000 simulation experiments, each simulation experiment representing 30 random pairings of cycle sequences). If this were the correct probability distribution, then the results reported for Month 1 would not be significant (p > .08). Indeed, some sequences for the 3 months of onset differences in this simulation are similar to those found in the Bedouin families studies (compare Table 1 with some of the sequences of sample means from the 10,000 simulation experiments, e.g., 6.17, 6.73, 7.85; 6.20, 6.63, 7.43; 6.30, 6.73, 7.00; 5.77, 5.80, 9.32; or 5.70, 5.87, 8.15 ). In Figure 4 , there is an assumed variability similar to that reported in L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, and Ben-Shoshan (1999) . The actual variability may have been less (see above), in which case the results for the first 2 months may have been marginally significant. However, these simulations clearly predict a jump to asynchrony by the 3rd month due to the invalidity of this measurement method. Onset Difference 1 Figure 5 . A scatter plot of the first mean onset difference (x axis) versus the second mean onset difference for the simulation illustrated in Figure 4 . The onset differences are positively correlated (r -.23).
onset to the next, and from the first to the second expected mean onset difference, changes tend to be negative because of a bias in the three-way comparison method. Thus, it would not be unusual to find no effect for the first cycle onset, then a significant shift to synchrony for the second onset difference, which is maintained for the third onset difference, a pattern similar to that reported in L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, and Ben-Shoshan's (1999) working women study. This cycle-dependent change effect in onset difference is highly biased toward synchrony for the second onset difference as depicted in Figure 6 . Figure 6 illustrates (a) the expected mean onset difference calculated as 30/4 for cycles of mean length 30; (b) the actual expected mean onset difference from a simulation of 10,000 sets of dyads with a sample size of 28, mean cycle length 30 (SD = 5.3, see Table 2 ); and (c) the expected mean onset differences for positive and negative changes (±SD).
As illustrated, when negative changes occur (which is over 50% of the time), they may result in a "significant" finding of synchrony, when in fact it is a mathematical artifact. This supports Arden and Dye's (1998) Tables 1 and 2 ) and are not fully explained by these simulation experiments. What is the source of this apparent synchrony and why is there a systematic increase in asynchrony with time?
Part B: Recall Biases
In the Bedouin families study, the authors wrote, "Each of these women were asked to complete a questionnaire and to record the dates of their next three menstrual onsets on a calendar supplied to them" (A. Weller & Weller, 1997, p. 146) . Similarly, in the urban families study, all participants ... were asked to complete a questionnaire and record the dates of their next two menstrual onsets on a calendar supplied to them. For data analysis, menstrual onset dates based on the most recent retrospectively recorded date and the two prospectively recorded dates were used. (L. Weller, Weller, & Roizman, 1999, p. 263) No other instructions for filling out these calendars were reported in any of the other studies in which they have used this methodology for determining cycle onsets (A. L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, & Ben-Shoshan, 1999; L. Weller, Weller, & Roizman, 1999) . Contrast this with the method used by Trevathan et al. (1993) in which participants kept daily records and a truly asynchronous pattern was observed (compare Tables 1 and  2 ) or the method used by Wilson et al. (1991) in which one of the authors observed participants three times a week and recorded their menstrual cycle onsets, which again yielded an asynchronous pattern of onset differences.
That researchers such as Matteo (1987) , Trevathan et al. (1993) , and Wilson et al. (1991) , explicitly used procedures to ensure the timely filling out of calendars indicates that issues of recall were considered a factor that must be controlled in these prospective measures. The potential for serious biases due to faulty recall and their implications for menstrual synchrony has not been previously discussed.
Recently, researchers concerned with the representation of temporal information in autobiographical memory have uncovered biases in the way that people estimate when events occurred (Betz & Skowronski, 1997; Huttenlocher, Hedges, & Bradbum, 1990; Huttenlocher, Hedges, & Prohaska, 1988 , 1992 Loftus & Marburger, 1983; Neter & Waksberg, 1964; Skowronski, Betz, Thompson, & Shannon, 1991; Sudman & Bradbum, 1973; Thompson, Skowronski, & Betz, 1993) . Biases in recalling when events occurred are especially relevant to menstrual-cycle studies that may require participants to recall the dates of their cycle onsets. This is because memory biases could explain synchrony (or asynchrony) of cycle onsets, even when calendars are filled out, as there is no guarantee that calendars are filled out on a daily basis without experimental control (e.g., suppose women filled out the calendars every few weeks or at the end of the study). In addition, there is the problem that menses has a duration in days, and recalling an onset is not the same as recalling some day during menses. Below are some of the main findings on memory biases in recalling dated events and how they could affect the recording of cycle-onset dates by participants.
Forward Bias
This phenomenon is the tendency to report events as occurring more recently than they actually occurred (Huttenlocher et al., 1990) . This bias could result in self-reports of cycle onsets in two or more women that are closer in time than they actually occurred. Forward bias would tend to increase the likelihood of finding synchrony of cycle onsets especially if pairs or groups of women fill out calendars occasionally and together.
Bounding Bias
This bias results from the tendency to place an upper bound on recalled events (Huttenlocher et al., 1990 (Huttenlocher et al., , 1988 . For example, in recalling the last cycle onset a participant may place an upper bound on how long ago the last cycle onset occurred. This bound could be the typical time between cycle onsets for a given woman or a prototypical cycle length. This kind of bias may bring the first two onsets closer (especially if calendars are filled out sporadically but at the same time by close friends, sisters, or mothers and daughters) and could produce greater reported cycle regularity than actually occurred (e.g., see A. Weller & Weller's, 1998a , report of cycle variation, which is much less than what is typically found in other studies), a necessary condition for synchrony as illustrated in Table 2 and Figure 2 .
Rounding Bias
This bias results from the tendency to round the time of recalled events in terms of prototypical values such as days, weeks, or months (Huttenlocher et al., 1990) . Rounding bias could lead to either increased synchrony or asynchrony. Rounding bias will also reinforce bounding bias, because the rounding units that participants use (days, weeks, or months) will tend to be used as the units in which bounds are set. Moreover, as with bounding bias, rounding in terms of 4 weeks or a month will tend to produce greater reported cycle regularity than actually occurred, which again in Table 2 reduces the degree of asynchrony in later months (e.g., Month 3 or greater).
Landmark Events Bias
This phenomenon is based on the possibility of local time distortions of memory around precisely remembered (individually important) events such as birthdays, major holidays, or the beginning and endings of school terms (Huttenlocher et al., 1990) . Local distortions of recalled events could be toward, away from, or between landmark events. This bias can result in increased synchrony or asynchrony and can interact with forward, bounding, and rounding biases. In any case, this bias could result in increased reports of synchrony in women who share landmark events in common. Perhaps filling out calendars together provides an analog to a landmark event around which women in these studies may have tended to synchronize their cycles.
Day-of-the-Week Biases
People often attempt to date an event by reconstructing the day of the week on which it occurred (e.g., Betz & Skowronski, 1997; Huttenlocher et al., 1992; Skowronski et al., 1991; Thompson et al., 1993) . This suggests that errors in dating may come in multiples of 7 days, which is exactly what Betz and Skowronski recently found. Errors in dating also occur on a smaller scale of within a week. Betz and Skowronski found that there are two main units of within-week information used to reconstruct dated events: weekends (Friday-Sunday) and workweek (Monday-Thursday). Within these units, there are further subunits, for example, early, mid, and late week, which can lead to errors in dated events (Betz & Skowronski, 1997) . Day-of-the-week biases could easily lead to calendar synchronization, especially if two or more women filled out calendars together.
How might these biases interact to produce calendar synchronization? Consider a typical research scenario in which participants are close friends who live together, sisters, or mother and daughters. If the filling out of calendars is not checked by researchers on a regular basis, participants may forget to fill out their calendars for a few days or weeks. One participant filling out a calendar may remind others (e.g., roommates, sisters, and mothers) to fill out their calendars. Thus, scenarios are clearly possible (when there are insufficient control procedures) for participants to fill out calendars at the same time and together. If, in addition, it has been a few weeks since they last filled out their calendars, they may discuss among themselves when their menstrual cycle onsets occurred. One roommate or sister may remember that her last onset was on a Saturday, and if the other roommate, sister, or mother recalls that she too was menstruating on a Saturday, they may both mark it down on their calendars as the same day even though their cycle onsets were actually a Saturday apart. Providing calendars to be filled out by the participants over a 2-to 3-month period and without strict experimenter control furnishes ample opportunity not only for memory biases but mutual interactions and discussions on filling them out. These possible scenarios must be controlled to rule out faulty memory and the mutual exchange of information as a source of apparent synchrony.
The effects of memory biases could also lead to radically different results in different studies. When there is laxity in filling out calendars, more memory biases may filter in because there may be longer periods of time between filling out calendars, allowing recall to play a greater role. On the other hand, diligence, which may be associated with the unusualness of the study, may lead to more accurately recorded dates and recall. In the case of lesbian partners, intimacy may provide greater accuracy in recalling menses onsets, because each partner may have intimate knowledge of the other's cycle onsets. In this case, the mutual exchange of information in filling out calendars may result in more accurate dating. The latter hypothetical example is only introduced to illustrate that the possible effects of recall and the mutual exchange of information may be complex, demanding careful control procedures. These scenarios are speculative possibilities but it cannot be assumed that they do not occur. Studies must be designed to prevent these and other known memory biases from creeping in.
Finally, in a recent study by Arden, Dye, and Walker (1999) , they found that 84% of the women they studied were aware of the phenomenon of menstrual synchrony, and 70% reported that they had personally experienced synchrony. They also found that the personal experience of synchrony was positive. These findings suggest that prior attitudes and beliefs about synchrony could reinforce synchronous effects of recall biases especially if participants believed their cycles were synchronized.
Without control over how calendars were filled out, researchers do not know whether participants filled them out at the end of the study or whether mothers, daughters, and close friends tended to fill them out together, helping each other to recollect their menstrual cycle onsets. If so, there would be ample opportunity for memory biases, informational exchange, and beliefs and attitudes toward synchrony to affect recollection. The fact that the number of participants for the 3rd month was 88% to 100% of the participants for the first onset difference when the number should have SCHANK been about 75% (as determined by computer simulation) indicates that such biases likely occurred in these studies. Researchers, however, who either required participants to fill out daily calendars (Trevathan et al., 1993) or had an observer record dates (Wilson et al., 1991) have typically found only asynchrony. If calendar synchronization happened in these studies, what would be the effect on observed synchrony? The patterns and magnitudes of such effects can be explored with computer simulation.
Method
The same simulation approach was used as described in the previous simulation study with one exception. To partially simulate a calendar synchrony effect of mutual recollection and exchange of information, for a pair of initial cycle onsets-if the pair was within 2 weeks of each other-the simulation allowed a convergence of cycle onsets of up to n days toward each other in time. To explore a range of convergences, four sets (n = 1, 2, 3, or 4 days) of simulations each with three possible cycle length/variability scenarios were repeated for two probabilities of convergence (i.e., 1.0 and 0.5). For example, for the set of simulations where n = 1, each cycle onset could converge up to 1 day toward the other onset. In the first set of simulations, the probability of convergence was 1.0 (i.e., all pairs could exhibit calendar synchronization if onsets were within 2 weeks of each other). In the second set of simulations, the convergence was reduced to 0.5 (only half the participants showed calendar synchronization if onsets were within 2 weeks of each other).
More realistic simulations would include the possible effects of memory and the mutual exchange of information for each month of a study and would permit variability between participants in their cycle convergence. More realistic simulations may be valuable in reevaluating the menstrualcycle synchrony literature, but only when researchers have data on how these factors may interact with the measurement of synchrony. Table 3 presents some representative simulated values assuming initial calendar-dated cycle onset convergence that may be due to recall biases, mutual recollection, and information exchange. Three mean cycle lengths were simulated under four conditions Note. CL = cycle length (in days); M = month.
Results and Discussion
(i.e., each condition is the maximum convergence of each cycle onset toward the other) and repeated for two probabilities of convergence between pairs (1.0 and 0.5). A. Weller and Welter (1997) reported that cycle variation was very small in the urban families study, so the magnitude of cycle variation was relatively small for 27-day cycles in Table 3 . As illustrated, after initial synchrony, there is typically an increase in asynchrony with each succeeding month (but examine the row where cycle length is 27 ±1.8 and the probability of convergence is .5), and the values obtained by simulation are either consistent with those reported by A. L. Weller, Weller, & Roizman, 1999;  compare Tables 1 and 2 ) or bring into question the significance of their results.
There was less synchrony in the Bedouin families studies than the urban families studies. If the effect is partially due to calendar synchronization, then this may be explained by the cultural con* text. For the Bedouin women, this study was an unusual situation (A. , and people are better at remembering atypical events (Matlin & Stang, 1978) . They may also have been more diligent in filling out calendars on a regular basis. In the urban family study, both calendar effects and recall biases may have occurred. The first onset was retrospective and depended on recall. Recall biases should have been especially salient. The working women study had an atypical pattern of going from a nonsignificant effect to an apparently weak but significant effect (L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, & Ben-Shoshan, 1999) . The effect of filling out calendars may have been much weaker in this study if filling out calendars became routinely associated with going to work, in which case, the "effect" of synchrony may simply have been the type of mathematical artifact found in the first simulation study (Figure 6 ). Finally, lesbian couples filling out calendars together may actually provide more accurate information because of the potentially self-correcting effect of each partner having intimate knowledge of the other's onsets; in these cases, asynchrony was found. These are only hypothetical explanations; in the future, researchers could investigate the role of memory effects (if any) on menstrual-cycle synchrony research, definitively clarifying whether this synchrony is fact or artifact.
General Discussion
These simulation results demonstrate that the differences between observed and expected onset differences can be explained by a combination of mutually reinforcing methodological practices producing biases toward the detection of synchrony. Indeed, the results of A. , 1998a , 1998b ; L. ; L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, and BenShoshan (1999); and L. Weller, Weller, and Roizman (1999) are consistent with asynchrony. This is not a surprising result from a mathematical point of view. Research on synchrony has not recognized the mathematical implications of operational definitions of synchrony (Schank, 1997) . If menstrual-cycle synchrony is viewed as an onset or biological state matching that persists for at least a few cycles (Winfree, 1980) , then this places strict mathematical requirements on the nature of the rhythms compared. First, synchrony simply cannot persist, from a mathematical point of view, if the period of cycles are not integer multiples of each other (Winfree, 1980 (Winfree, , 1987  Figure 2) . Even if the period of two rhythms differs by only a day, cycles will slowly but repeatedly converge and diverge. Second, cycle irregularity resets the relationship between cycles, even if the mean cycle lengths are on average the same. When there is cycle irregularity (especially between-women cycle variability), there cannot be synchrony unless a process of synchronization has occurred that (a) brings onsets closer together in time and (b) reduces cycle irregularity and causes rhythms to converge on the same period (Schank & McClintock, 1992; Winfree, 1980 Winfree, , 1987 . A process of synchronization may initially produce greater cycle irregularity, but if a persistent state of synchrony is achieved, there must be low cycle variability.
When a state of synchrony is assumed, asynchrony grows with time when there are irregular cycles, and if there is betweenwoman variation in cycle length, asynchrony grows indefinitely with each succeeding month using A. three-way cycle comparison method. This is a mathematical artifact and is not readily observed unless more than three cycle onsets are observed. Contrary to A. recommendation that two or three cycle onsets are sufficient for establishing synchrony, the results presented above indicate that these are the optimal conditions for finding synchrony as a mathematical artifact.
L. Weller, Weller, and Roizman (1999) offered a theory of pheromone modulation of synchrony. According to this theory, two aspects of a pheromone mechanism explain synchrony and failure to find synchrony. First, there is some optimal, as yet unknown, level of exposure. Too much exposure and synchrony does not occur; too little and it fails as well. Second, pheromone release and reception are linked to human dominance relationships. It optimally occurs when one partner of a close friendship is highly dominant and the other highly receptive, and this behavioralpsychological relationship is related to pheromone influence. In this view, lesbians are overexposed; working women are just barely exposed; and Bedouin women, though apparently in optimal conditions for synchrony, are not in as optimal conditions as are urban families. The dominance theory is based on Handelmann, Ravizza, and Ray's (1980) report of estrous-cycle synchrony among golden hamsters (Mesocricetus auratus); however, it has recently been argued that the synchrony observed among golden hamsters can be explained by serious errors in methodology (Schank, 2000) . If dominance and receptiveness in friendship has an effect, it may be reflected in the more dominant individual having greater influence on what dates are entered in calendars.
Recently, Stern and McClintock (1998) reported pheromone modulation of menstrual cycles analogous to that reported in Norway rats (Rattus norvegicus; McClintock, 1984) . The existence of such pheromones, if replicated, would support a coupled oscillator mechanism, but the existence of coupling does not imply synchrony (Schank & McClintock, 1992) . Coupling can produce antisynchrony (maximum differences between cycle onsets) or simply act to further scramble cycle relationships (Schank & McClintock, 1992) . Perhaps more importantly, the evidence for the nature of the pheromonal modulation of synchrony in rats is equivocal (see the apparent pheromonal effect reported in McClintock & Adler, 1978; Schank & McClintock, 1997) .
Researchers who have reported menstrual-cycle synchrony have also assumed that participants can accurately recall (to some degree) the onsets of their menstrual cycles (Graham & McGrew, 1980 , 1992 Little et al., 1989; Matteo, 1987; McClintock, 1971; Quad'agno et al., 1981; Skandhan et al., 1979; A. Weller & Weller, 1992 , 1998b L. Weller & Weller, 1993b; L. Weller, Weller, Koresh-Kamin, & Ben-Shoshan, 1999; L. Weller, Weller, & Roizman, 1999) . McGrew (1980, 1992 ) required women to turn in menstrual cycle calendars monthly, but no mention was made in the methods sections of procedures that ensured that participants filled calendars out at the time of menses onset. In these two studies, calendars may have been filled out quite accurately, because Graham and McGrew (1980) reported a final mean onset difference of 6.4 days, which is very close to what would be expected by chance (Table 2) , and Graham and McGrew (1992) found an overall mean onset difference of 8.8 days for close friends, which is well above the onset difference expected by chance for women with cycles that are 29 days in length (Table 2) . Indeed, the last study illustrates a methodological error inherent in comparing a study group with randomly paired control groups for statistical comparison (e.g., as in McClintock, 1971 McClintock, , 1978 : Namely, if the randomly paired group is more asynchronous than expected (e.g., because of errors in calculating the initial onset; Wilson, 1992) , synchrony can be indicated when it does not exist. Finally, Matteo collected calendars monthly, and participants were called twice a month to remind them to fill out their calendars, but even in this study there was ample opportunity for day-of-theweek recall biases. In Matteo, no direct test for synchrony was made, and an analysis of variance revealed only onset differences among groups, but none of the groups were control or random groups.
Where do researchers go from here? The first step is a series of studies that will lead to a definitive resolution of whether or not menstrual synchrony occurs among women. The aim of such studies should be threefold. First, potential memory biases should be controlled and assessed. Assessing the magnitude of possible memory biases would allow a precise reassessment of previous menstrual-cycle synchrony studies. Second, synchrony or quasi synchrony, if it occurs, is a messy phenomenon from a statistical point of view. The data should be analyzed in several ways to ensure that statistical biases do not creep in. One approach would be to use bootstrapping techniques (as outlined above) using the actual data. Strassmann (1997) has recently used an alternative statistical strategy of assessing how well the timing of other women's menses onsets are predictive of any given woman's menses onset. Cycle irregularity also must be assessed. If there is significant between-woman cycle variability, a persistent state of synchrony is a mathematical impossibility (Winfree, 1980) . Third, several different populations of women should be studied to either rule out or reveal whether menstrual-cycle synchrony is highly context dependent as hypothesized by McClintock (1998) .
A second step is to reconsider the functional significance of synchrony in women and mammals more generally. McClintock (1981 McClintock ( , 1998 has suggested that synchrony can occur in mammals without an adaptive function. That is, it may be epiphenomenal, resulting from the pheromonal regulation of ovulation among females, and only incidentally resulting in synchrony in some species under some contexts. Another possibility is that ovariancycle synchrony does not occur in mammals and that cycle variability (which has been recognized as an obstacle to synchrony; Strassmann, 1997 Strassmann, , 1999 ) may avoid reproductive costs for females. First, if phenotypic quality is important in males, then synchrony may create interfemale competition, reducing mate choice, and thus may be maladaptive (Pereira, 1991) . Second,
